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Bugler’s daughter, to find
where her mother’s trail went.
Not that she knew, but she
was one of a whole group of
females setting a splendid
example: Shergar, Atalanta,
Rose, two virgins: great!.
And men?
Yes. Men. Funny you should
ask that. Last week the
Scribe summoned up the
long-absent Silent Knight,
and behold, he appeared, and
gave Popeye a cracking run
for his money. Yet even these
stalwarts had challengers:
the hare’s brother, Boy Blue
- who had brought the virgins,
even Cardiff Convert, who
went completely wrong and
came back to do it properly.
Young man,where does Rose
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Bud come into all this?
Well, Aunt, she was up there
too, and oh my heart!
Lay off the theatricals, you
half wit!
Aunt, with that adorable pony
tail swishing behind her, and..
I suspect you had real ponies
too on that Common?
Oh yes, Amazons a-plenty.
Tequil’Over even helped one
mount.
He mounted her?
That is not what I said. Oh,
we vicars can be broad
minded, you know. I mean, I
realise Horsell Common is
derived from the ancient trade
of pimping, where Whore
Selling is common, not from
horses, however many there
are now. Anyhow, the hash, I

(A telephone conversation)
Agony Aunt?
Yes, young man, what can I
do for you?
Aunt, I have read Rose Bud’s
letters to you, and fallen in
love with her.
From her letters? To me?
Well, I have met her. Today I
went on the Surrey Hash. I
know it was odd for a vicar to
push off like that, but I did
take the Easter Morning
Eucharist service. Pity we
don’t usually have a Vigil like
the Catholics. Anyway, today
was a great day for women on
the hash. The men were quite
shameless about it: I heard
Tequil’Over trying to suborn
Miss Easter Bonnet, the

now realise, is less than ideal
for a love-sick swain. At first I
couldn’t keep up with her,
which is SO humiliating, and
then....
Yes?
Well, the hare laid a really
weird trail. First we could only
find one single blob of flour
anywhere near the car park;
she re-appeared at that
moment and told us where to
go (should hares do that?)
Then there were checks every
few yards, very confusing,
solved extremely fast with all
that talent out and about; and
then all of a sudden, half way
round, no checks at all. We
must have run the best part of
3 miles, and ended up in the
car park without seeing hair

nor hide of a check.
So?
Yes, well, I gritted my teeth,
and tried to keep up with
Shergar - now, there’s a race
horse! - and so lost touch with
my beloved Rose Bud.
You kissed her liitle sister?
No, I did not! (Do you know,
Short An’ and Arfur both
refused to kiss their Uncle
Gerry at a kissing gate!)
Can’t blame them. The Circle?
Hmm. T.O. was GM, and even
half way polite to the real
article; Tosser had being RA
sprung on him, and just called
in everyone there, as sinners.

We hope you enjoyed and
survived our Anniversary
Party, and weren’t too

damaged the following day.
We certainly enjoyed
ourselves.  Firstly, a big, big
thank you for your very
generous gift of Travel
Vouchers for a “romantic
break”.  As soon as we have
decided on a worthy
destination and acquired
some Viagra tablets we will
be off.  Also a thank you
for the collage of pictures
which brought back many
memories of some of our
“moments”, although sadly
putting back our recent
efforts to create an aura of
easy going tolerance, with an
unblemished past.
Many thanks again.  ON ON
Mrs G and Uncle.
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1620 30-Apr T-Total

1621 7-May Ear Trumpet/
Strumpet

120 years!

1622 14-May Swish Ashtead?

1623 21-May Tosser Elstead

1624 28-May Bob the Slob Bletchingly

1625 4 -June

1626 11-Jun Dissa?
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Hare Made Marion

Venue Kingswood

On On Village Club

SSA (New) 118 B6

OS

Scribe FRBDirections:

From M25 J8 SP Sutton A217. At first roundabout U-turn back
towards M25 then 100 yards before M25 turn left into
Blackhorse Lane. Park on side of the road and admire the
Red Tree.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!
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Scribe

time enough beer to support a froth has reached the
top, most of the fizzy fuss is over and so no head
forms.
A possible extra cause of shandy foam’s weakness is
that liquid films are terribly sensitive to unequal
strengths in their surfaces. Mix practically any two
kinds of foam, and the bubbles that are present start
breaking much faster. As an experiment, pour a glass
of beer with a good head, then add droplets of gin,
lemonade, dishwashing liquid,  grains of salt,  squirts
of citrus zest, etc, and see which of them causes the
most drastic erosion of the froth.

Jon Richfield, Somerset West, South Africa.

(And then try drinking this curious mixture.....Ed)

MAKING SHANDY
(From “Does Anything Eat Wasps?”)

If beer is poured first and the ginger beer  added
(true shandy drinkers do not use lemonade, Ed.) the
contents will fizz and even overflow. Ginger beer
first, no problem. Why? Bryan Harris, Nairobi, Kenya

Only beer forms a head. It contains surfactants, pro-
teins, and other long chain molecules that help liq-
uid films to form, and stabilise bubbles. (Did you
beer drinkers know all this??)
Lemonade poured into beer sinks turbulently, stimu-
lating vigorous bubble formation. The beer on top is
barely diluted at first, so bubbles bursting through it
quickly form a beery froth. Beer poured into lemon-
ade sinks in the same way, but in this case the bub-
bles surface in lemonade and pop at once. By the


